[Childhood stress and depression].
Genetic factors, personality and environmental factors contribute to the onset of major depression in a classic model. Since the 1980s, several retrospective studies have reported that childhood stress or trauma experiences occur more often in major depressive patients than in healthy controls. However, retrospective studies have a limitation: there is the possibility that depressed individuals may evidence an increased likelihood to recall negative events from their past. In 2003, Caspi et al. reported the prospective cohort study of the birth cohort in Dunedin, New Zealand, in which individuals with one or two copies of the short allele of the 5-HTT promoter polymorphism exhibited more depressive symptoms, diagnosable depression, and suicidality in relation to stressful life events (childhood maltreatment and adult stressful life events) than individuals homozygous for the long allele. This epidemiological study provided evidence of a gene-by-environment interaction (G x E interaction), in which an individual's response to environmental insults is moderated by his or her genetic makeup. Several studies of major depression reported that childhood stress or abuse increases the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis function and is related to low volume of the hippocampus and anterior cingulate. The authors examine the influence of childhood stress, adult life events and temperament on depression and anxiety in normal adults and mood disorder patients in this study.